A comprehensive, structured training program designed to develop your career at Perdue Farms!

- Starting salary $50,000 per year
- Raise to $54,000 at six months
- Raise to $58,000 at one year
- Tuition reimbursement (up to $15,000 over 5 years)
- $5,000 sign on bonus!
- Family owned company
- Room for growth and opportunity

www.perduefarms.com

Brenda J. Dudasko
(812) 254-8531
brenda.dudasko@perdue.com
## JOB DESCRIPTION

**Position Title:** OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT TRAINEE

**Position Reports To:** Business Unit Leaders  
**Department:** Operations

### SUMMARY
The Operations Management Trainee (OMT) role is to actively acquire management skills (leadership, teambuilding, interpersonal), technical skills (production management controls, operational processes, and metrics) as well as contribute to the organization through projects to improve production, reduce waste, or the like.

### PRINCIPAL AND ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Describe below the major responsibilities of this position which must be fulfilled with or without reasonable accommodations in order to achieve the essential purpose of this position.

1. Functions as a salaried member of the Management Team.
2. Acquires knowledge to include administrative functions, manpower reports, disciplinary procedures, budget, production processes and requirements while contributing ideas and recommendations for continuous improvement.
3. Develops an understanding of the team process using the criteria: establishing common mission/goals of all team members; providing clear role definition of team members; encouraging shared accountabilities; implementing effective team procedures and processes; giving and receiving feedback, problem solving, decision making, employing coaching and effective communications; ensuring team "spirit"; and providing recognition for team accomplishments.
4. Implements the policies of the Quality Improvement Process with the team/department.
5. Monitors the performance of the team to ensure goals are attained and graphs results for display and presentation at briefings and/or meetings.
6. Develops self-awareness and consistently applies best practices in communications, emotional intelligence, integrity, and exhibits other Perdue values.
7. Rotates through various functions in fresh or cook plants which may include the Hatchery, Feed Mill, Live Production, Live Haul, Wastewater, Accounting, Human Resources, Receiving, Dressing, Evisceration, Giblet Packing, Grading, Cut Up, Stretch Bag, Deboning, 28 Degree Cooler, Box Room, Weight/Price/Label and Shipping departments.
8. Completes projects related to cost-reduction or improved performance.
9. Attends learning events/activities including on-ground classes, web-based instruction, and e-learning platforms.

### MINIMUM EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS (include any specialized or technical knowledge, certifications, credentials or licensing required for this position)

**REQUIRED:** Bachelors degree or equivalent work experience.

### DECISION-MAKING RESPONSIBILITIES
Describe the decision-making authority of this position, the nature and extent of supervision available and the point at which higher approval is required.

Decision making authority increases with tenure and experience and will vary depending upon knowledge of functions and project depth and breadth, subject to approval by supervisor.

### ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS AND PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS
1. May need to move light equipment or supplies from one place to another.
2. May need to access files, supplies and equipment.
3. When in a plant environment:
   - Exposure primarily consists of wet and moist floors which include metal and plastic grating surfaces.
   - May be exposed to temperatures of 28 degrees to 100 degrees Fahrenheit with both ambient and 100% humidity.
   - May handle product 25 degrees to 50 degrees Fahrenheit.
   - May be exposed to noise ranges of 50 db to 110 db.
   - May be exposed to all chemicals used in poultry, food, processing facility.
   - Must wear and use protective and safety equipment required for the job as directed by the Company.